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Abstract
The paper is concerned with the schedule optimization problem in the railway control systems. The schedule optimization problem
has been formulated as a problem of ﬁnding the global extreme of the ﬁtness function. Authors propose 2 diﬀerent methods
for the problem solving using mathematical optimization technologies, namely stochastic optimization algorithm, and the genetic
algorithm respectively.
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1. Introduction
In recent years creating and developing decision support systems is gaining importance, especially in intelligent
transport systems. Construction of optimal schedules for traﬃc control is one of the most pressing problems that
transport community faces. On its solution depends resource economy and overall performance of the exploited
transport system. This problem is at the same time actual and time-consuming. Its complexity depends on the number
of system parameters and limitations. The problem of ﬁnding optimal schedule may be approximated by the global
optimization problem. Deﬁnition and solving of global extremum ﬁnding problem along with developing of search
algorithms is common in diﬀerent ﬁelds of technology. It is known a great variety of optimization algorithms for
the real tasks of selection of the best decision that boil down to an optimization problem. However, there are many
criteria to take into account while analyzing the eﬃciency of a particular method. In the ﬁeld of the railway traﬃc
management optimization problem has gained complication of phase space variables and its constraints that run out
of the track infrastructure distinctive features and the railway transportation process. That’s why the most of well-
known optimization algorithms became not eﬃcient as applied to complex control systems with large amount of
constraints with non-clear structure[1]. This article explores optimal locomotive assignment problem as the global
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optimization problem and provides the eﬃciency analysis of proposed searching algorithms. The main attention was
paid to construction of multi-agent model of the railway traﬃc management system as well as its future optimization
by two diﬀerent algorithms based on stochastic and genetic algorithm respectively.
For solving indicated problem the following steps had been accomplished:
• Developing of a mathematical model of the railway traﬃc management system based on multi-agent theory.
• Developing of searching algorithm for the most optimal scheduling and locomotive assignment.
• Comparison of the global optimization techniques with reference to indicated problem.
• Simulation developed freight management system on Far Eastern Railway and analysis of the eﬃciency of
proposed searching algorithms.
2. Problem Description
An optimization problem can be formulated as follows: there is an initial data for locomotives and trains (or reserve
locomotives) relocation plans with the speciﬁed slots. Initial data for locomotive contains its current status, attributes
and location at the beginning of the period. Main goal is to assign locomotives to relocation plans for the base period
providing the best fulﬁllment of the railway traﬃc management problem with required restrictions and technological
normativity of locomotive exploitation. To qualify a variant of assignment the local utility function ui(xi) is introduced
for a pair ”relocation train plan i (or relocation plan of reserve locomotive) — assigned to the plan locomotive xi”.
Relocation plan contains information about train departure and arrival time, starting and arrival stations and unique
train identiﬁer, relocation plan of reserve locomotives — about corresponding reserve locomotive route. The local
utility function ui(xi) is as follows:
ui(xi) = C1
Ts(xi)
N1
+C2
T (xi)
N2
+C3
Tw(xi)
N3
(1)
• C1,C2,C3,N1,N2,N3 — specifying and normalization coeﬃcients.
• Ts(xi) — time till the next locomotive servicing taking into account the journey time within the current plan’s
route and the time of the locomotive relocation from the arrival station to the nearest station, where the required
service type is carried out.
• T — locomotive journey time within the current plan’s route.
• Tw(xi) — lost time, during which locomotive was waiting departure with current plan.
For optimal locomotive assignment problem we deﬁne the total utility function by summing local utility functions
F(x) =
∑
i
ui(xi). Total utility function can be concidered as multidimensional function of vector argument X =
[x1, x2, . . . , xm]T where vector X is a solution of locomotive assignment problem (to train relocation plan or reserve
locomotive relocation plan). We deﬁne X as (loco1, loco2, . . . , locom)T , where locoi is a unique locomotive number
assigned to the i-th relocation plan, m – number of relocation plans in the the base period. Consequently we can
approximate optimal locomotive assignment problem to the total objective function extremum seeking problem with
corresponding constraints:
F(X) =
∑
i
ui(xi)→ extr(max); X∗ = argextrF; g j(X∗)  b j, j = 1, . . . , k (2)
In the formula (2) X∗ is a best solution; g j(X∗)  b j — constraints of the problem; k - number of constraints. In
general extremum seeking procedure can be represented as follows:
Xn+1 = ‖A‖ Xn, ‖A‖ < 1 (3)
where A is an iterative operator. The algorithm carries out the extremum seeking on the constraint set related to
technological normativity of locomotive exploitation in railway infrastructure. It is required to ﬁnd the such form
of iterative operator A by which the iteration process (3) converges to the best solution i.e. to the total extremum
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Fig. 1. General model structure
of objective function. Formally extremum seeking of total objective function problem can be formulated as follows:
values of variable vector X = [x1, x2, . . . , xm]T deﬁned on the following constraint set:
g j(x1, x2, . . . , xm)  b j for all j = 1, . . . , k (4)
and at which the maximum of objective function F(X) is achived should be obtained. Admissible decision (optimal
locomotive assignment schedule) is a decision which satisﬁes the constraints (4) for all j = 1, . . . , k. Totality of
admissible decisionis called domain D. The ﬁnal solution (x∗, f ∗(x∗)) is a pair of optimal solution and optimal value
of the objective function.
3. Model Structure
Figure 3 represents the general model structure. It is better to divide the process of planning of railway traﬃc
management into two stages. The ﬁrst one is the development of the mathematical model of the railway traﬃc
management system based on multi-agent technology. On this stage the ”greedy” algorithm was used for optimization
of locomotives and trains assigning. This algorithm at each step chooses locally optimal solution according to the local
utility function. This technique oﬀers simplicity and quick-action and in some cases can ﬁnd global function extremum
but is less eﬃcient then other optimization algorithms. However, taking into account experts estimates one can state
that the ”greedy” algorithm cannot ﬁnd the optimal for the whole planning period solution of the given problem. That’s
why the development of objective function extremum seeking algorithms is required for the given type of problem.
This problem can be solved using two signiﬁcantly diﬀerent methods — method of mathematical programming and
soft computing methods. Properties of these algorithms allow to use each of them for planning in diﬀerent cases.
Methods of mathematical programming consist of lots of optimization algorithms with diﬀerent convergence degree.
In this paper a special hybrid algorithm based on coordinate-wise method and stochastic optimization algorithm was
proposed with modiﬁcation according to technological constraints of the problem. Genetic algorithm (GA) belongs
to the soft computing methods. GAs are direct, parallel, stochastic method for global search and optimization which
imitates the evolution of the living beings described by Charles Darwin [5]. Hence, at the ﬁrst modeling stage the
admissible decision of the given problem could be found, but it is only the local extremum of optimization problem.
That’s why obtained at the ﬁrst stage result is used as initial point for the further global optimization algorithm.
4. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM OF THE RAILWAY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Simulation modeling technique provides the most eﬀective analysis and prediction of dynamic characteristics of
a physical model. At the same time to ensure ﬂexible mechanisms of dynamic behavior, autonomy and adaptation
of a particular simulation model component it’s worth to use multi-agent approach. Multi-agent systems architecture
diﬀers by assigning to each object the intelligent agent that is representing the object’s interests. Each agent tries
to achieve its own particular goal by strategies that describes techniques of its implementation. Agents can share
their knowledge, within the constraints of the system’s communication protocol, that’s why the multi-agent approach
leads to a common improvement. Multi-agent computational environments are suitable for studying a broad class of
coordination issues involving multiple autonomous or semiautonomous problem-solving agents. Multi-agent systems
can demonstrate self-organization as well as self-steering and related complex behaviors even when the individual
strategies of all their agents are simple. It’s worth mentioning that constraints consideration, conﬂicts forming and
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resolution are built on the rules of the model, making it possible to form the result that complies with all speciﬁed
system requirements because it is built on the mutual interest harmonizing. Thus, multi-agent approach provides
composing realistic schedules based on combination of objects behavioral strategies and preferences. Present re-
search proposes multi-agent simulation model of the resource management in the complex dynamic systems with
opportunity of self-organization and communal adaptation of the model elements in accordance with their interests. It
provides realizing decentralize planning with ﬂexible resource management in conditions of uncertainty and dynamic
variability of the environment. Main objects of the system are: locomotive agents, stations agents with their set of pa-
rameters and strategies as well as planner agent serving for central synchronization of all system elements and forming
ﬁnal decision. Planning and optimization complexity is occasioned by great amount of participators with conﬂicting
interests, variety of criteria for decision making, uncertainty, dynamics and other factors. Adaptive real-time plans
creating and realization is signiﬁcant advantage of multi-agent approach in dynamic resource management systems
planning and optimization.
4.1. Solving algorithm
Let us now introduce general algorithm of developed multi-agent system. The system (further planner) takes a
list of station, a list of locomotives and their parameters, a range of volume locomotives relocation plans. Earlier
created detailed routes of trains with selected for them slots are contained in the input. For each volume relocation
plan the planner replaces planning times of the departure and the arrival of locomotive to a station (with accuracy up
to an hour) to real (with accuracy up to a minute), taken from the detailed route of the corresponding train. After that
assignment of the best suited to relocation plans locomotives is realized object by object. The brief description of the
object by object locomotives assignment algorithm is following.
1. For each time when any of locomotives should depart by plan one creates a list of stations of departure and the
step 2 is being carried out.
2. In its turn for each station:
(a) the function of all existing at speciﬁed time at this station combinations ”plan-locomotive” evaluation is
calculated;
(b) particular locomotives according with the calculated local utility function are appointed to relocation plans
existed at this station at speciﬁed time;
(c) selected locomotives are assigned to plans; their location and parameters are refreshed according to the
relocation plan for the further work;
(d) transfer to the step 2 for the next station, or if the list of stations for given time is exhausted - transfer to the
next time to step 1.
3. After implementing steps 1 and 2 for all found departure times the planner creates an output message of the
system as detailed routes of locomotives with identiﬁer of the train which the locomotive is attached to and the
status of the locomotive.
Let’s consider the work of the algorithm on some steps more detailed.
Step 2.a At this step agents of the locomotives located at a given station at a given time calculate local utility function
(1) of their possible appointment to existing at this time relocation plans at the station. In cases of Ts(xi) < 0 or if the
weight of train does not correspond to the weight category or if the length of locomotive run is less than the train route
plot, the locomotive could not be appointed to the given relocation plan. In such cases combination ”locomotive-plan”
falls out from the consideration of the objective planner and beforehand established minimum possible value Umin is
assigned to local utility function ui(x). To avoid cases when the appointment calculating on the current step leads to
deadlock at next steps, constrained calculation of the considering appointment inﬂuence on further relocation plans
is applied at this modeling stage. To consider such situations while calculating the local utility function besides the
value of local function ui itself the agents of locomotives calculate utility functions
Uqi (x) =
∑
j
u j(x), ∀ j ∈ Dq, q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q(i, d) (5)
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where q is the number of brunch in the plans tree where locomotive x could be reappoint to while its relocation
according to plan i; d — speciﬁed depth of depending on plan i plans tree construction; Q(i, d) — count of tree
branches for plan i with penetration depth d; Dq — the set of relocation plans for branch q. After calculating function
Uqi (x) one of them U
qmax
i (x)
MAX with maximum value is selected and transferred to planner agent. Exactly that function
will be considered while the appointment of locomotives to relocation plans at step 2.b. It is necessary to say that
the selection of large penetration depth d unfortunately is not possible because of unacceptably long system working
because of using full exhaustive search. Thus at this stage of modeling one should use small calculation depth and
respectively local optimizing (so called ”greedy”) algorithm of locomotives binding at the next step.
Step 2.b At this step one make the appointment of concrete locomotive relocation plans existing at this station at
the given time according to local utility function calculated by corresponding available agents of locomotives at the
previous step. As was mentioned above at this modeling stage the planner selects locally optimal variant, i. e.
locomotive with maximum objective function ui(x), for each plan from all possible at the current step appointment
variants. Wherein the order of relocation plans treatment is being carried out with priority of those which have longer
route. This means that plans with shorter route will not have the full spectrum of variants but only the locomotives
set remained after previous plans appointment. Thus the modeling system with multi-agent approach was created.
The developed multi-agent system showed the ability of successful avoiding a range of given technical constraints at
practice and gave suﬃciently adequate decision of the given problem satisfying all conditions of the modeled system.
5. Developing of optimization algorithm
Obtained from created multi-agent system of the railway traﬃc management result does not always reﬂect the
optimal decision of locomotive assignment problem. That’s why the necessity of global optimization algorithm de-
velopment occurs wherein obtained from multi-agent system result might be used as initial point for the searching
optimization algorithm. Let us consider two diﬀerent approaches of optimization algorithm development.
5.1. Hybrid optimization algorithm
While more detail research of the given problem and its constraints it comes clear that investigation of domain
of summary objective function F(X) is extremely non-trivial task. This problem takes place by reason of the strong
dependence of vector X components on each other.
Taking into account disadvantages of calculating exact form of constraints gi(x1, x2, . . . , xm)  bi for the given op-
timization problem it seems impossible to use the original appearance of well-known methods of local and global
optimization as well as selected stochastic optimization method as applied to given problem [2,3]. That’s why a spe-
cial hybrid algorithm based on coordinate-wise method and stochastic optimization algorithm was proposed. We now
consider the suggested optimization procedure:
xni = x
n−1
i + αn
F(X+) − F(X−)
2cn
(6)
where αn, cn — parameters; F(X+) — summary objective function in point X+ = (x1, . . . , xn−1i + cn, . . . , xm)
T —
point with value xn−1i +cn in i-th ”ﬁxed” coordinate and calculated in regard to its dependences other ”free” coordinates
x1, x2, . . . xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xm; F(X−) — summary objective function in corresponding point X− = (x1, . . . , xn−1i −
cn, . . . , xm)T . When calculating the new n-th approximation of ”ﬁxed” coordinate xni by considered procedure is
ﬁnished the construction of the n-th approximation of vector Xn occurs. Calculation and construction of the Xn vector
under domain of given objective function F(X) is carried out according to dependences following from xi changing
and is performed by described above multi-agent system of the railway traﬃc management. Selection of a number
of the coordinate i which is a basics of the optimizing procedure at the step n + 1 is implemented according to the
following rule:
• one takes from the obtained at the previous step vector Xn = (xn1, . . . , xnm)T such coordinate xni , for which
miniu j(xnj ) = ui(x
n
i ), j = 1, ..,m is true.
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• if obtained in such a way coordinate i cannot be optimized (it happens in cases when its value was not changed
during previous Ndeadline steps) one takes coordinate (relocation plan) which has next ascending value of the
local utility function among all relocation plans. Ndeadline is selected according to the features of the problem
and its constraints.
It was showed that the suggested optimization algorithm converges to the maximum point of optimizing function if
the following conditions for corresponding sequences of coeﬃcients are implemented
αn > 0, αn → 0,
∑
αn = ∞, cn > 0,
∑
αncn < ∞,
∑ α2n
c2n
< ∞, cn → 0. (7)
One should consider these conditions during the choice of speciﬁed sequences type. In this work according to found
conditions (7) following optimizing procedure coeﬃcients sequences were used:
Cn =
b1
4
√
n
; an =
b2
n
(8)
where b1 and b2 — parameter tuned heuristically according to characteristics of real process. Thus special hybrid
algorithm considering technological features of railway complex was developed. This algorithm allows ﬁnding the
global maximum of the objective function F(X) on given constraints set with undeﬁned structure.
5.2. Genetic algorithm
GAs are one of the methods of soft computing. GA is adaptive heuristic search algorithm based on the evolutionary
ideas of natural selection and genetics. In nature competition among individuals for scanty resources results in the
ﬁttest individuals dominating over the weaker ones [4]. This paper presents the modiﬁcation of classical GA as applied
to multiextremal function optimization problem. The following parameters are speciﬁed for initialization of genetic
algorithm in addition to attributes of stations, train and locomotives: population size P — how many chromosomes
are in one generation; number of population M — maximum number of generations has been produced; number of
death D — number of died individuals in population (in one generation). All stations, train and locomotives attributes
and parameters are speciﬁed with initial population identiﬁer PopulationId = 0. The data is applied to initial parent
population generation and mutation processes.
Initial population generation At the start of initial population generation stage all stations and locomotives agents
specify their parameters and attributes with current population identiﬁer PopulationId based on source data. One
initial generation individuals is created by source ”greedy” algorithm of assigning locomotives to trains. In this way
initial population is generated. GA speciﬁes genotype for every individuals in initial population as matrix MPopulationId
MPopulationid =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
m1(PlanId1, LocoId1, PopulationId, Assign1)
. . .
m1(PlanIdi, LocoIdi, PopulationId, Assigni)
(9)
there every element-gen is described as following way: PlanId — unique identiﬁer of locomotive relocation plan;
LocoId — unique identiﬁer of locomotive assigned to plan PlanId, in case the plan has not assigned locomotive
LocoId = −100; PopulationId — sequence population number; Assign — identiﬁer. If the plan has real assigned
locomotive Assign = 1. In contrary case Assign = 0. The initial population is created in this way. The utility function
Fi =
∑
l, j ul, j is calculated for every individual of initial population and equals the sum of utility function of all pairs
(PlanId, LocoId). Utility function value is ﬁtness function of the individual and is used as quantitative characteristic
during selection process.
Crossover Crossover is a genetic operator that combines two parents individuals to produce a new one. The idea
behind crossover is that the new chromosome may be better than both of the parents if it takes the best characteristics
from each of the parents. For child generation algorithm chooses two individuals — Parent1 and Parent2. Child
assign matrix is speciﬁed as:
mchild1i =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
mParent1i , i f AssignParent1 = 1
mParent2i , i f AssignParent2 = 1
mParent1i , i f AssignParent1 = 0 and AssignParent2 == 0
(10)
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GA chooses Parent1 and analyses the genotype. If the assign (LocoIdi, PlanIdi) for gen i exists and AssigniParent1 = 1,
child individuals add the gen to its genotype. In case AssigniParent1 = 0, algorithm chooses Parent2. If Assign
i
Parent1
= 0
and AssigniParent2 = 0 the plan PlanIdi has not assigned locomotives i.e. plan is behind the schedule. In case
AssigniParent2 = 1 GA checks locomotives LocoIdi assigning to plan PlanId j in Parent1 genotype and in corre-
spondence to result operates in following way: if the locomotive was assigned to plan and pair (LocoIdi, PlanId j)
exists then plan PlanIdi is behind the schedule; if locomotive LocoIdi was not assigned to any plan of Parent1, child
individuals adds the Parent2 gen for the pair (LocoIdi, PlanIdi). The child utility function is speciﬁed in following
way:
Uchild1 (LocoId, PlanId) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
U(Parent1 (LocoId, PlanId), i f m
child1
i = m
Parent1
i and AssignParent1 = 1
U(Parent2 (LocoId, PlanId), i f m
child1
i = m
Parent2
i and AssignParent2 = 1
0, i f AssignParent1 = 0 and AssignParent2 == 0
(11)
, i.e. the utility function of pair (LocoIdi, PlanIdi) for child individual is chosen depending on copied parent number.
The sum utility function Fi =
∑
l, j ul, j is calculated for every child individual such as sum of all utility functions belong
to this genotype pair (LocoIdi, PlanIdi).
Mutation. Mutation is a genetic operator that alters one or more gene in a chromosome. This can be resulted in
entirely new gene added to the gene pool. With these new gene values, the GA is able to arrive at better solution than
previous one. Mutation is an important part of the genetic search as helps to prevent the population from stagnation
at any local optima. Mutation occurs during evolution according to a user-deﬁnable mutation probability. If mutation
occurs, GA speciﬁes gen PlanId in its genotype and its start time parameter CurrentT imePlanId. All locomotives
and stations agents rollback all the operations (such as locomotive dislocation, locomotive repair etc.) after point
of time CurrentT imePlanId. Then GA starts to assign locomotive to relocation plan anew using source ”greedy”
algorithm. Only plans with start time after CurrentT imePlanId are treated. After all the individuals for one population
are generated, the processes of selection and killing start. GA chooses D individuals with the lowest ﬁtness function
and deletes them. New population generation is stopped in following cases: population number amounts to maximum
and utility function improvement increased less then speciﬁed accuracy 
F for each new generated population. The
ﬁttest individual with maximum utility function is chosen from the list of all the individuals created during GA
functioning. If there are a few individuals with the same utility functions, GA choses one witch has maximum
locomotives assigns among them. The assigns, stations, locomotives parameters and attributes of this individual are
speciﬁed as obtained decision. Other individuals are deleted.
6. Results
6.1. Results of the hybrid optimization algorithm work
The input of the developed railway traﬃc management system was data with the scope of movement of 199 trains
per planned period of 6 hours. Planning area included 220 stations, 462 railway lines, 67 locomotive regions. 240
volume relocation plans have been transferred. 163 real locomotive relocation plans have been created from them.
262 locomotives were given to implement the planned trucking. The data about their location and parameters (weight
norms of locomotives, connection between leading and ”boosting” series of locomotives on the boosting plots, infor-
mation about next repair etc.) was contained in the system input. Messages of normative technical stop times, weight
types of trains and roads busyness determinations are also contained in the input.
At the output of the railway traﬃc management system the initial decision of the locomotive assignment problem was
obtained. It was used as an initial point for the global optimization search algorithm. Now consider the results of
the suggested hybrid optimization algorithm. A series of experiments with various values of b1 and b2 parameters of
coeﬃcients of the optimization procedure an and cn sequences (8) have been provided for the purpose of the analysis
of the optimization procedure convergence in cases of diﬀerent variations of described sequences, satisfying found
convergence conditions (7). The plot of the normalized summary objective function FnNorm depending on the number
of iteration n is represented at ﬁg. 6.1:
FnNorm =
F(Xn)
NFm
(12)
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Fig. 2. The process of the convergence of the optimization procedure in cases of diﬀerent values of parameters b1 and b2
where NF is normalizing coeﬃcient of summary objective function. As one can see on the plot at relatively large
values of the parameter b2 (e. g. b2 = 0.01) the optimization procedure converges in the local maximum with
the value FnNorm = −1320 but in case of its decreasing it is gradually moving towards the convergence near the
global extremum. One can suggest that the global maximum itself can be reached at the value of the parameter b2
from interval (0.000833, 0.002]. About the parameter b1 it is logically to suggest that the speed of the optimization
procedure convergence is increasing when the speciﬁed parameter increases. At the value b1 = 50 one can observe
that the optimization procedure is moving towards the local maximum. The research of the iterations number N∗ count
when the convergence in the global extremum is reached in dependence on values of parameters b1 and b2 has been
carried out. The optimal pair of parameters b1 and b2 for coeﬃcients sequences (8) b1 = 100 and b2 = 0, 000909091
have been found during this research. The optimization procedure with obtained parameters values gave ﬁnal decision
of locomotive assignment problem. This decision is better than the initial one on 7% which is a good result for data
of such scale.
To evaluate developed railway traﬃc management system eﬃciency the exploited locomotives usage quality indices
were calculated. Summary of results of quality indices calculation is represented in the table below. After analysis
Table 1. Quality indices of multi-agent transferring process management system work and procedure of its further optimization.
Quality indices
Multi-agent railway traﬃc
management system
Hybrid algorithm of railway
traﬃc planning optimization
Average daily performance, WL, TonKm gross weight 45642.8 98354.8
Average daily run, SL, km 453.91 517.88
Divisional turnover, L, h. (per planned period of 6 hours) 4.67 5.27
Eﬃciency factor of exploited locomotive park usage, K 0.68 0.83
of the speciﬁed quality indices one can conclude that the developed multi-agent railway traﬃc management system
gives adequate decision for the locomotives and trains binding planning problem while the created hybrid optimization
algorithm allows to increase the exploited locomotive park usage eﬃciency.
6.2. Results of the genetic optimization algorithm work
As the test data the information from the railway section of Far Eastern Railway is chosen with the movement
capacity as follows: 566 stations, 772 locomotives volume plans, 469 train plan, 4723 main train route, 783 real loco-
motives with the attributes and parameters, 44 real train. GA is compared with source ”greedy” algorithm.
The results of the comparison show that GA gives better results then source ”greedy” algorithm depending on opti-
mization criteria. As well simulation series shows the maximization of locomotives assigns. The proposed method
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Table 2. GA modeling results
Parameters
Source
”greedy”
algorithm
GA (P = 15, M
= 10, D =4) by
utility function
GA (P = 20, M
= 10, D =4) by
utility function
GA (P = 20, M
= 10, D =4) by
assigns
GA (P = 15, M
= 20, D =4) by
assigns
GA (P = 15, M
= 20, D =4) by
utility function
Utility function sum 139440 335760 210480 -109920 -109920 414960
Locomotives assign 27 14 16 47 47 13
Operation time 1 m, 13 s 15 m, 24 s 22 m, 56 s 19 m, 13 s 9 m, 29 s 10 m, 31 s
also provides solving a great variety of optimization problems such as, for example, managing operational modes of
power plants and electrical supply networks.
7. Conclusion
With the purpose of reducing costs and ﬁnancial health improvement it is required to evolve the most adequate
and eﬀective traﬃc control system for the Russian Railways. As a result of work, provided for the Far Eastern
Railway, a new freight modeling system was created with a help of multi-agent approach. However, the task of
ﬁnding an optimal solution in this area is characterized by the complexity of the subject area for which it is important
to respect the technological features, such as high noise immunity and reliability. To ensure the ﬂexible mechanisms
of the dynamic behavior, autonomy and adaptation of the individual components of simulation model was proposed
to use the agent-oriented approach. The multi-agent system that was created has proved in practice the ability to
successfully bypass a lot of technological limitations and provide suﬃciently adequate solution to the problem that
satisﬁes all the conditions of the simulated system. To optimize the result, it was proposed two diﬀerent algorithms
for search optimization of speciﬁc locomotives assignment problem. These algorithms used the solution, which
was with the use of multi-agent system obtained as a starting point. As a ﬁrst approach, we developed a special
hybrid algorithm that takes into account technological features in the railway sector. The created algorithm optimized
eﬃciency of the locomotives park usage in real conditions obtained from the Far Eastern Railway. It improved the
qualitative indicators of the system and showed good convergence and performance. Use of soft computing based
on the example of genetic algorithm allowed for improving of the initial solution that was obtained as the output of
multi-agent controlling system. Provided researches have showed that suggested modiﬁed genetic algorithm allows
optimizing objective function value as well as quantity of locomotives appointments to relocation plans.
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